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Recording Police Officers - Just Say Cheese… 
Police officers, like many citizens, are often camera-shy.1 We all know that “Officers dislike being recorded 
in embarrassing situations and may be concerned that dissemination of their images may put them at risk of 
retaliation.”2  Public perception is that officers are also accustomed “to substantial deference in the 
construction of official reports, and many would prefer to be in a position to draft their perceptions of their 
actions without competing digital records.  It’s well known that police officers often view private digital 
image capture as a challenge to their authority.”3  What does that mean – well they don’t like to have their 
picture taken.  These perceptions and attitudes, combined with the 
technological explosion in hand-held recording devices during the 
last thirty years,4 has led to a crossroads in which there must be a 
balance between officers’ interests in privacy and safety and a 
societal need for a check against police abuses of power.5  While 
citizens should be permitted to record law enforcement officials in 
the line of duty without the express consent of such officials, such 
rights cannot be without limitation.  For example, citizens should 
not be allowed to make such recordings in a physically intrusive 
manner or in a manner that will otherwise interfere with or 
compromise the ability of the officials to perform their law 
enforcement duties.6  

Indeed, the published court decisions on the topic weigh in favor of transparency.7  “The use of modern 
technology to record and review the activities of public bodies should marshal pride in our open system of 
government[,] not muster suspicion against citizens who conduct the recording.”8  Complicating matters, 
though, is the existence of state wiretapping statutes that criminalize the recording of communications without 
the knowledge or consent of all parties to the communication.  Approximately a dozen states currently have 
such laws.9  While some of these laws can be construed to exempt some recording of police activity,10 most 
do not contain any express basis for such an exemption.11 

Police officers, relying on such wiretapping laws, arrest citizens who have recorded officers without their 
consent, sometimes after the citizens have used such recordings to support complaints against the police.12  
Some states have interpreted such laws to preclude such prosecutions because the public exercise of authority 
by police officers cannot support a reasonable expectation of privacy.13  A Maryland court recently dismissed 
wiretapping charges brought against a motorcyclist who recorded officers on a highway with a camera hidden 
in his helmet, commenting that, in the “rapid information technology era in which we live, it is hard to 
imagine that either an offender or an officer would have any reasonable expectation of privacy with regard to 
what is said between them in a traffic stop on a public highway.”14  In New Jersey, courts have held that 
police officers cannot assert wiretap claims against media “testers,” minorities hired by news outlets to drive 
expensive cars, who recorded their racial profiling in a highway stop.15  Pennsylvania courts have also 
excluded recordings of law enforcement officials exercising authority in public settings from the consent 
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requirement because of the absence of any legitimate expectation of privacy required for protection under the 
relevant statute.16  Even more emphatically than its sister jurisdictions, Washington courts have refused to 
“transform the privacy act into a sword available for use against individuals by public officers acting in their 
official capacity.”17 

Other states, however, have upheld prosecutions of citizens who recorded police during the performance of 
their public duties.  The leading case on this issue, Commonwealth v. Hyde, is from Massachusetts.18  During 
a traffic stop, the defendant recorded police officers because he believed they were harassing him because he 
had long hair.  He later filed a formal complaint, in support of which he submitted the recording of the traffic 
stop.  While the department was conducting an internal investigation, the officers brought a criminal 
complaint against the defendant under the Massachusetts wiretapping statute on the grounds that he had not 
obtained their consent before recording them.19  The internal investigation eventually exonerated the officers, 
and the defendant was convicted of violating the wiretapping statute.  On appeal, the Supreme Judicial Court 
affirmed the conviction, and determined that “the Legislature intended . . . strictly to prohibit all secret 
recordings by members of the public, including recordings of police officers or other public officials 
interacting with members of the public, when made without their permission or knowledge.”20  Writing in 
dissent, Chief Justice Marshall observed that George Holliday, the man who recorded the Rodney King 
beating, would have been exposed to criminal charges had he been in Massachusetts.21  Since Hyde, police in 
Massachusetts have continued to rely on that Commonwealth’s wiretapping law, and have arrested bystanders 
who have recorded arrests on cell phones.22  Massachusetts courts have upheld the conviction of a freelance 
journalist who photographed and tape-recorded police officers at a political rally,23 and refused to dismiss a 
case against a defendant who, “during his arrest, transport and booking . . . secretly tape recorded the entire 
incident.”24  The legislature in Illinois recently amended a law to target the recording of police officers.25  The 
ACLU subsequently sued to invalidate the ban, though the suit was eventually dismissed for lack of 
standing.26  In states that have not yet resolved how to apply their wiretap statutes, courts have allowed 
arresting officers who seek to suppress recordings of their actions to invoke qualified immunity to shield their 
arrests from subsequent damages actions.27 

In addition to wiretapping statutes, some states have broader criminal laws that give law enforcement officials 
substantial enforcement discretion.  Recently, police officers in Philadelphia arrested a man who filmed the 
arrest of his neighbor on a cell phone for “obstructing an investigation.”28  Similarly, police in St. Louis 
arrested a photographer for “interfering” with an officer when she recorded an arrest of protesters at a health 
care rally.29  Other photographers and reporters have been arrested on similar charges in Arkansas,30 
Florida,31 Idaho,32 Illinois,33 Louisiana,34 Nevada,35 New Jersey,36 New Mexico,37 Ohio,38 and Oklahoma.39 

In the end, it is not in the benefit of law enforcement agencies and officials to appear to hide behind a wall of 
secrecy concerning the public performance of their duties.  Such acts will erode the confidence law 
enforcement officers ask the public to place in them.  “Those of us who are public officials and are entrusted 
with the power of the state are ultimately accountable to the public.  When we exercise that power in public 
fora, we should not expect our actions to be shielded from public observation.”40 

Almost 2000 years ago Juvenal asked: “Sed quis custodiet ipsos custodes?”  
Who will watch the keepers themselves is still a question of critical importance, 
and the need of a proper solution is never more acute than when the rights of the 
individual are involved.  A declared purpose of the federal constitution is to 
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“secure the Blessings of Liberty” to the people and their posterity, and under 
our philosophy of government the rights guaranteed by the constitution of the 
people are jealously guarded.  Curtailment of them is to be permitted only to the 
extent necessary to maintain the fine balance between the rights of the 
individual and the rights of society.41 

Accordingly, we must strive to seek an appropriate balance between protecting officers and enabling 
them to perform their duties without interference, and ensuring a degree of transparency to enable the 
public to retain their confidence in those whose sworn duty is to serve and protect.   Training is critical 
to ensure the protection of officers and departments.  With the majority of the population carrying a 
recording device of some sort, officers need to be aware that at any time their actions could be 
videotaped and, therefore, they must act accordingly each and every time they interact with the public.  
So long as law enforcement officers act appropriately while in the performance of their duties, there is 
no reason to fear the video recorder. In fact, my advice is to just say “Cheese”… 
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